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Attraction to Commitment
M O D U L E  7  

A  S C R I P T  T O  E N D  T H E  C A S U A L  P H A S E



A Script to End the Casual Phase 

 

“THERE ARE PRINCIPLES HERE  
AT WORK THAT ARE GOING TO  

HELP YOU REMOVE YOURSELF OR 
CEMENT THE RELATIONSHIP.” 
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A Script to End the Casual Phase 

Highlights 

• Watch out for the casual trap, or “pseudo-relationship” (i.e. he 
treats you as a girlfriend, even if you’re not).  

• Some men will do this because it’s easy, or convenient, or to 
avoid an awkward conversation.  

• You can have the conversation without it being a confrontation. 
Say what you need, be firm but kind, and show that you are 
willing to end things if you’re not both on the same page. 

• Never ignore the red flags that he doesn’t want something more 
serious with you.  

• BONUS SCRIPT: How to Get Yourself Out of Limbo  
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Transcript 

Let’s talk about what to do when you get stuck in Limbo with a guy.  

You remember limbo… 

LIMBO SONG 

Look at that face, you want that to be you? I don't care how sexy his 
pink suit is. This is not a way to live.  

Limbo is that stage you get into with someone when you initially like 
them, you have attraction, you have a connection, but all of a sudden 
it stops going anywhere.  

You end up in this casual phase indefinitely with no end in sight. 
Maybe he’s stressed to you why he doesn’t want to commit right 
now, maybe you haven’t even talked about it, but you find the 
situation isn't changing.  

Now, I find so many women get into the Limbo because they simply 
want proximity to a guy. So many women find that they meet 
someone they really like so rarely that when they finally do meet 
someone they like, they’ll do anything to be close to that person.  
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Now that's a dangerous place to put yourself in, because when you 
are not prepared to lose someone, you’ll do anything to keep them. 
Even if it means lowering your standards and settling for something 
you don't want.  

I.E. a relationship that never fully materializes. So if you want to get 
out of the casual trap, you want to get out of limbo.  

Watch this clip because I’m going to give you an exact conversation 
to have to end it once and for all, 

[Matthew Hussey on stage…]  

If right now you find yourself in limbo, what do you do? I'm going to 
give you a few things to say.  

We'll play around with them a little bit. All right? You can make them 
your own.  

None of this is "This is exactly how you say it at all times." But what 
you're going to see behind these things ... I'll always give you the 
principles behind language, and then you can adapt.  

Right? But there's principles here at work that are going to help you 
remove yourself or cement the relationship. 

By the way, I want one of those two things for you really quickly right 
now. Remove yourself, or cement the relationship. Remember, this is 
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not a negotiation. Don't go home after today ... Up until this point, 
fine. I'll give you a pass. After today, there are no excuses. 

The first scenario I want to talk about is, if you're with someone right 
now that treats you like a girlfriend all of the time, or most of the 
time, but you're not one.  

You haven't discussed it. You find yourself in this kind of pseudo-
relationship, and you want to now either figure out what you are, or 
leave. 

Here's something you can say. In most cases, I'm going to tell you 
this is something you can say, because there are a hundred things 
you could say. But here's something you can say: "I'm looking for 
something special.  

I see glimpses of that with you, but I still really don't know what this 
is. It's okay if this isn't that thing. If it's not a relationship in the true 
sense. But if it's not, I need to separate myself from this and keep 
living, and keep doing my thing.  

Because seeing you is getting in the way of me finding that person. I 
think you're amazing, and ... " Ad libbing, here.  

"I think you're amazing, and I'm having a great time with you. I am. But 
nothing's going to be a great enough time for me to sacrifice 
something deeper that I want." 
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I think the key line here is "I'm looking for something exciting and 
real, a real relationship that's exciting to me. If you're not that, that's 
fine." I love the "that's fine." Right? Because too often, again, we 
make people the enemy. We make people the bad guy. I think we 
have to get away from that. 

Often, not always, but often ... Sometimes people just flat-out lie to 
us, and they're really, really good at it.  

But a lot of the time, perhaps even most of the time, we know what's 
happening. We know this isn't turning into something we want. We 
know that this person, in some ways, is giving us red flags that they 
don't want commitment. And we continue anyway. 

Our anger at them, in the end, is really our anger at ourselves. 
Because we could have left earlier, and we chose not to. Now, we 
explode at this person.  

By the way, it doesn't mean that there's nothing they've done wrong. 

One day, I will do an event like this for men, and one of the things I 
will tell them is,  

"For God's sakes, be careful with people's hearts. Because you may not 
intend to break them. You may not intend to hurt someone ... "  

and I truly think most guys don't.  
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They don't. An average, well-adjusted person doesn't take any joy in 
hurting somebody else, and normally guys feel like crap when they 
do. But they walk head first into doing that all of the time. All of the 
time. 

We should be careful with people's hearts. But let's say we're not. 
Shame on us for not being careful with their heart.  

Shame on them for allowing us to do it past the point where they 
had already realized we were being careless with their heart. 

In fact, I want to show you something before I continue.  
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